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Who are we?
Shield Security Doors are 
the industry leader in the 
manufacturing of armored 
doors. We combine modern 
technology with the best 
materials available for our 
security products.

With an unmatched range of 
doors, we combine excellence 
in manufacturing with attention 
to detail. Even our lower priced 
products provide a safety and 
security level that is the envy of 
our competitors. We are proud to 
guarantee every door we make.

Our custom security doors are 
designed to your exact speci 
cations. We test them not only 
for forced entry resistance, but 
also for bullet resistance, fire, 
sound and thermal transmitence. 

When you buy a Shield product 
you’ll receive not only the highest 
professional service, but also the 
most secure doors in the world.

EXTERIOR DOORS

INTERIOR DOORS

WINDOWS

LOCKS

PANIC ROOMS
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One of our core beliefs is that the 
secret to good security is to keep it 
a secret. That’s because security is 
much harder to defeat when you 
can’t see it and don’t know what 
you’re up against. Our custom made 
high-security doors and windows can 
be designed to look like just about 
anything you need, including unique 
wood stains, 3D millings, and custom 
shaped glass. We’ll ensure that the 
only person who knows you’ve got a 
high-security door is... you. EXTERIO

R 
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Shield Security Doors 

have a heart of steel 

and will stop the most 

determined 

intruders, but that 

doesn’t mean they lack 

style.
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A great benefit to our 
door’s is that they 
can be installed by 

any licensed general 
contractor!
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OUR VAST RANGE OF STYLISH DOORS 

IS SUFFICIENT TO GRACE ANY HOME IN 

ANY ARCHITECTURAL OR PERIOD STYLE.
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BEAUTIFULLY DESIGNED AND BUILT TO 

YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATIONS.
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IN THE US, THERE IS A HOUSEHOLD BURGLARY EVERY 8.4 SECONDS. 

DON’T BECOME ANOTHER STATISTIC - PROTECT YOUR HOME AND 

FAMILY WITH SHIELD SECURITY DOORS AND WINDOWS.

   - FBI UNIFORM CRIME REPORT
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A Shield Security Door is certainly stylish to 

behold, but beneath the attractive exterior 

lies a formidable barrier.

KEY SECURITY FEATURES

Individually formed frames with stainless steel thresholds

Triple-hinges with chrome-plated finishing caps

  Drill resistant manganese plates to protect the locks

  Eight 3/4” hinge side studs

  Specially formed steel door leaf

  Durable internal and external finishing panels

  Double insulation seals

  Motorized locking system

  Biometrics 

  Lockout 

  And more ...
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Shield will design and build security doors to your 
exact specifications, even from your own designs if 

you wish. 

Be it a heritage replica or a bespoke design, we use 
state-of-the-art 3D design and AutoCAD technology 

to turn your drawings into reality. We then bring 
your design to life within our high-technology 

manufacturing plant.

All shapes and designs are manufactured to exact-
ing standards. You don’t compromise on style; we 

never compromise on quality or security.

FROM AN INITIAL DRAWING BY A CLIENT

VIA STATE-OF-THE-ART DESIGN

TO THE FINISHED PRODUCT
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MODERN 
DESIGNS
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A Shield Security Door installed in London. 
The design and build specification passed the full requirements of 

Westminster Council, Grosvenor Estates and English Heritage.

All in a day’s work for Shield.
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REPLICA
DOORS

FOR HISTORICALLY 
PROTECTED BUILDINGS
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REPLICA
DOORS

FOR HISTORICALLY 
PROTECTED BUILDINGS
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Just a note to say how pleased 
we are with the new front door. 
The product meets our security 
needs and looks excellent.”

- Graham and Gill

After the existing door was smashed to pieces by 
burglars, Shield set to replicate this beautiful door. 

Accurate measurements, photographs of neighbouring 
premises and physical samples of the old door were 

used to engineer an exact replica.

SATISFIED 
CLIENTS
OF SHIELD 
SECURITY

“

“
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Just a few lines to tell you 
that we are delighted with 
our new Shield Security 
door. It is a supreme quality 
door which now makes our 
home feel like a fortress.”

- Ismael, London

“
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IN
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Whether for your condo, bedroom 

or saferoom door, we can match 

the other existing doors in your 

home to ensure that your security 

is as discreet as you need it to be.
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GARAGE DOORS

BEDROOMS

HOME THEATRES

CLOSETS
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CASE STUDIES: BEDROOM DOORS
Why the most important door in your room is your bedroom door.
• Overnight home invasion: should your home alarm go off at night, a locked bedroom 
door buys you additional time by sealing you in a secure environment. This allows you 
time to assess the situation, call the police, and retrieve a weapon without having to 
worry about your immediate safety.

• Safe room: your bedoom is an instinctive place to seek refuge, night or day. Protect-
ing it with a high-security door ensures that your instincts take you to the safest room 
in your home.

• Travel: a bedroom is a great place to store valuables when you and your family are on 
the road. Even if someone breaks in, your valued possessions will remain out of reach.
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PAN
IC

RO
O
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Our doors are not only strong 

and stylish, but can also match 

traditional designs to make sure 

that your house looks like a 

home, not a fortress.
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A safe room or panic room is a for-
tified room that is installed in a pri-
vate residence or business to pro-
vide a safe shelter, or hiding place, 
for the inhabitants in the event of 
a break in, home invasion, torna-
do, terror attack, or other threat.

Popularized in the 2002 block-
buster “Panic Room,” the concept 
of a safe room can be traced back 
to the “castle keep” of the Middle 
Ages, an area of the castle de-
signed to keep a king safe during a 
siege. Major advances in the mate-
rials and technology available for 
building safe rooms makes these 
spaces more secure and discrete 
than ever before. You can easily 
find yourself in a safe room with-
out realizing the walls and floor 
are reinforced. A custom made 
Shield door is ideally suited for 
a safe room, helping ensure that 
the only person who knows about 
it is you.
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WINDOWS
Along with our range of security doors, Shield designs and manufactures custom security 
windows such as our patented ballistic single-hung window, the only functional ballistic 
hung window on the market. Your home is only as secure as its weakest link, so we’ve 
expanded our product line to ensure that every point of entry is as safe and secure as a 
Shield Security door. 

Every Shield window comes with an integrated multi-point locking system and when it 
comes to installation, we use the same heavy duty framing technology from our doors. 
We offer a range of security glass options from sledgehammer resistant P6B glass all the 
way to FB6 glass that will stop a round from an AK-47 or an M16 rifle. Every piece of glass 
is custom baked, allowing us to create unique shapes that suit your home and ensure you 
never have to compromise on security or style.
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THE NEW SHIELD SECURITY 

Shield has a reputation for building some of the most beautiful and 
efficient security doors in the world. Our clients include celebrities, 
professional athletes, oil sheikhs and Embassies, who trust us to help 
protect the things most dear to them. They know our combination 
of strength and cutting edge design will be the perfect fit for their 
homes and businesses. 

SECURITY AND DESIGN FROM SHIELD
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FO
RTRESS 

SERIES

The Shield Fortress series was tested 

at the renowned IFT Rosenheim labo-

ratory and awarded a resistance class 

4 rating (EN 1627).  It can be upgraded 

to include ballistic resistance ranging 

from small caliber handguns to a ce-

ramic self-healing system.
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TECHNICAL SPECS

INSTALLATION FAQ

• Door and frame constructed from 16 gauge galvanized steel

• Armored multi-point locking system with up to 20 locking points ¾” Ø 

• Locks encased in drill resistant manganese

• Door thickness: 3.5” (91mm)

• Frame thickness: 4.5” (115mm)

• Handgun or rifle (ceramic self-healing) ballistic resistance  - optional

• Two hour fire rating – optional

• Welded, adjustable ball bearing security hinges

• ½” (12mm) thick decorative panels

• 2” of rock wool for sound and thermal insulation

• Door is pre-hung to the frame

• L-shaped frame profile 

• Frame is secured in the wall using 16 bolts protected by 1” steel shims.

• Unlimited design and glass options

FB4 BALLISTIC (EQV.UL752 - LEVEL 3)

ATTACK SIDE SECURE SIDE

• The Shield Fortress series comes as a pre-hung door set and includes 

frame, locks, cylinders, handles, hinges, and hardware. 

• It can be installed by any licensed GC or door installer. 

• No specialized training or tools required!

• A 1/2” to 3/4” gap is required on all sides between the frame and wall 

(rough opening).

• The Fortress series frame is designed to adapt to crooked walls and 

openings.

• For detailed instructions, download our installation manual.

DIMENSIONS
• Height: up to 110” (depending on decorative panels)
• Width: up to 49”
• Inswing or outswing

HARDWARE
• High security bump and pick resistant Mul-T-Lock cylinders

• Drill resistant cylinder defenders

• Available lock options: Mottura 85 series (mechanical) or Fiam 

X1R (motorized) 

• Lockout function – optional with mechanical lock only
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EM
BASSY 
SERIES

The Shield Embassy series is designed 

to help create a secure environment for 

locations with elevated threat profiles 

or security challenges. Its 3-inch thick 

door leaf, patented design, and unique 

security features are the result of years 

of research, development, and testing 

against a wide variety of burglary meth-

ods. It was tested at the renowned IFT 

Rosenheim laboratory and awarded a 

resistance Class 3 rating (EN 1627). 
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FE TESTING EN 1627
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TECHNICAL SPECS

INSTALLATION FAQ

• Door constructed from 22 gauge galvanized steel
• Frame constructed from 16 gauge galvanized steel
• Armored multi-point locking system with up to 20 locking  points ¾” Ø 
• Lock encased in drill resistant manganese
• Door thickness: 3” (75mm)
• Frame thickness: 4” (100mm)
• 30 minute fire rating - optional
• Welded, adjustable ball bearing security hinges
• ½” (12mm) thick decorative panels
• 2” of rock wool for sound and thermal insulation
• Door is pre-hung to the frame
• L-shaped frame profile that protects locking 
• Frame is secured in the wall using 16 bolts protected by 1” steel shims
• Inswing or outswing
• Unlimited design and glass options

• The Shield Embassy series comes as a pre-hung door set and in-

cludes frame, locks, cylinders, handles, hinges, and hardware. 

• It can be installed by any licensed GC or door installer. 

• No specialized training or tools required!

• A 1/2” to 3/4” gap is required on all sides between the frame and wall 

(rough opening).

• The Shield Embassy series frame is designed to adapt to crooked 

walls and openings.

• For detailed instructions, download our installation manual.

DIMENSIONS
• Height: up to 110” (depending on decorative panels)
• Width: up to 49”
• Inswing or outswing

HARDWARE
• High security bump and pick resistant Mul-T-Lock cylinders
• Drill resistant cylinder defenders
• Available lock options: Mottura 85 series (mechanical) or 
Fiam X1R (motorized) 
• Lockout function – optional with mechanical lock only

OUTSWING TEST INSWING TEST
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LO
CKS
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MUL-T-LOCK
Interactive

Motorized Lock
FIAM X1R

Mechanical Lock 
MOTTURA 85 Series

eKEY
Finger Scanner
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Mul-T-Lock’s patented Interactive platform combines, 
amongst other features, a special telescopic pin tum-
bler, a three dimensional sheer line, enhanced drill re-
sistance, and key duplication control. This highly bump 
and pick resistant cylinder meets the requirements of 
some of the most stringent American standards.

The Mottura 85771 multi-point 
lock is the premier armored 
mechanical lock on the mar-
ket. Protected behind a drill 
resistant manganese plate 
and by an automatic lockout 
system in the event the cylin-
der is attacked, the 85 series 
is ideal solution for customers 
looking for a low-tech, high-se-
curity locking option.

Fingerprint scanners offer the ultimate in biometric 
security. They are convenient, affordable, safe and re-
liable. The scanner analyses each fingerprint swipe to 
provide a unique thermal signature and a special code 
to open the door. Up to 99 different fingerprints can 
be stored, and adding or removing authorized finger 
prints is easy.

The Fiam X1R motorized locking system is the most sophis-
ticated and secure electronic lock on the market. Locking 
in three directions with up to 20 bolts, the X1R can be inte-
grated with keypads, biometrics, card readers, or any oth-
er access control system. Never again will you ask yourself 
“did I lock the door?” because the X1R ensures that your 
door is always secured.
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TEL       1-866-639-1507
EMAIL      info@shieldsecuritydoors.com
WEB       www.shieldsecuritydoors.com


